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FOREX and Futures Risk Disclaimer
Trading in the off exchange retail foreign currency market or futures markets is one of
the riskiest forms of investments available in the financial markets and suitable for
sophisticated individuals and institutions. The possibility exists that you could sustain
a substantial loss of funds and therefore you should not invest money that you cannot
afford to lose. Nothing in this presentation is a recommendation to buy or sell
currencies or futures and Timothy Morge is not liable for any loss or damage,
including without limitation, any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly
from the use of Timothy Morge’s tools or reliance on such information.
Results
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
This is one person’s experience, your experience may differ.
Results are not guaranteed, individual experiences may vary.
Market Volatility
In volatile market conditions, substantial losses may occur.
In volatile market conditions, orders may not be filled as placed.
Leverage
The leveraged nature of FX trading and Futures trading means that any market
movement will have an equally proportional effect on your deposited funds. This may
work against you as well as for you. The possibility exists that you could sustain a
total loss of initial margin funds and be required to deposit additional funds to maintain
your position. If you fail to meet any margin call within the time prescribed, your
position will be liquidated and you will be responsible for any resulting losses.



This web cast is dedicated to the fifth grade students that studied the Market
Geometry elementary school trading program, in association with their regular
accelerated math programs. We provided virtual lectures in elementary schools in
39 states this year for over 25,000 students; in the national rankings, eight out of
the top ten students studied and used our ‘Mountain and Valley’ market structure
methods to observe the stock market and then plan and execute their trades [along
with our very precise money management methods].

My heart goes out to one student in particular. She had the highest rate of return
ever recorded since this program began and would have won this year’s
competition. But her teacher – Professor Morge – disqualified one of her major
trades; in my opinion, she did not correctly hide her initial stop loss order
underneath Market Structure. Taking that otherwise successful trade out of her
results moved her from first in the nation to twelfth.

I know somewhere, she is wondering why the world is so unfair; I hope she realizes
one day what we teach is not arbitrary and following strict money management
religiously will one day save her portfolio from a disastrous loss.



A Little Physics Never Hurt Anyone

Thermodynamics is the study of energy and how energy is stored and then released 
in various forms to do ‘work’. When we apply Thermodynamics to the markets, we are 
studying how Price moves through Time and Space; Price must store Energy when it 
is in a Transition Phase and then expend Energy when it is in its Trending Phase.



Trading the Australian Dollar

Using a little lines, a little physics, to simply trade







































I waited for Price to pull back and test the Transition Phase area.

Trading at or near Transition Phase Levels can be quite profitable.



WARNING! This is an analogy, a thought exercise. You should not 
rush home to try to see the structures I am about to show you, nor 
should you think of them in terms of traditional trading tools in any 
way, shape or form. This is a way one Trader/Chartist/Physicist 
ponders what may come to pass in the markets as he updates his 
charts. You may or may not get an ‘Ahaa!’ moment from this part of 
the presentation. But sometimes, it helps to explain ideas in a 
different format. In this case, I am using an analogy to try to help 
explain Transition Phases and how they might form.



Let’s look at the 20 minute Australian/US Dollar chart again.





I have been working with the mechanics of Price as it moves from the Transition 
Phase to the Trend Phase, back to the Transition Phase quite a bit over the past 
twenty years. Sometimes I think I am imagining things – For example, I see a three 
dimensional formation beginning on the two dimensional chart in front of me.





Let’s pretend for a moment I am not tired and not a crazy eyed chartist…

What are the implications if something that ‘looks like 
this structure’ forms on the current chart as Price unfolds?





Let’s look at the 3-D Structure again…







There is no evidence a turn is happening. But 
let’s see what Price gives us after a few hours.





I am not showing you the type of charting that will immediately translate into 75 
pips in your trading tomorrow. But if you can begin to shift your focus a bit and 
think about the markets a little different, it may eventually change the way you use 
all of your charting tools.  This is a bit like investing for the future…



***Spoiler Alert!***

I am going to show you the few bars that literally spawn the seeds of a new trend.
We work hard to ‘solve’ for these trend spawning seeds every morning at the 

‘Breakfast with the Master’ sessions, hosted live at the Market Geometry web site.









Now that I have shown you how I ‘spawned the seeds of a trend’, let’s look at our 
current Transition Phase and see if our 3-D representation has any meaning.









There are now two possibilities: Price either breaks above the top of the Transition Phase and 
continues higher or Price is turned back at or near the top of the Transition Phase and 
consolidates. If I assume the most conservative outcome and Price stays within the Transition 
Phase or trading range, there is still a great deal of range to work with. 

I got long at 1.0363, with an initial Stop Loss order of 1.0343. Price has reached a high of 1.0447, 
so from where I got long to the highest high would be a total of 84 pips; since my initial risk was 
20 pips, my potential Risk Reward at that point was 4.2 to 1. Although I am not out of this trade 
yet, there is more than enough room in this Transition Phase or range to get in and get out with 
a respectable profit and a respectable Risk Reward.

Let’s see how Price deals with the ceiling of the Transition Phase.











Price clearly broke above the ceiling of the Transition Phase and a full blown trend was 
confirmed. But remember the reason for this exercise: The market moves from Transition Phase 
to Trending Phase, back to Transition Phase and on to Trending Phase and so on…

The earlier we can identify the possibility of a Transition Phase forming, the earlier we can begin 
to look for the seeds that spawn the frequency of a trend – And once we find frequency and an 
acceptable stop, we can try to take advantage of a potential newly emerging Trend Phase.

Waiting for new highs to confirm a new trend will often give a trader very nice trend-based 
trades – but if you understand the transfer of energy that takes place when Price moves from 
one Phase to another, you can often start stalking the beginnings of new Trends right where 
they are spawned: During the Transition Phase!



Thank You for taking the time to attend this session. Questions?

“Master your tools, master yourself.”
®Timothy Morge

www.marketgeometry.com                                  www.medianline.com

Yarrr! There be Whales in these waters!
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